
305mm / 26AWG/82T/Split Coil Blitzortung H xLoops

 IMPULSE Energy / Time
Lightning impulses don’t Hertz. 

ADDENDA TO



We DO NOT cover the shielded version construction.    There are very good reasons NOT TO.  Unless you desire 
to experiment with Horizontally polarized impulses on BLUE channel C, there is NO NEED to build a shielded assembly. I 
may produce the addenda later.  This design, in the shielded version,  has its roots as a radiating element for calibrating 
mlitary and government VLF-DF receivers.  It has some behaviors and characteristics beyond the unshielded 
build, and is a much tougher project.  (See the build document)

The page following shows two “Sombrero” impulse comparisons between the ‘thingie’ ferrite,
and the ‘split-coil’ wheel.  A “sombrero” is typically reflected energy (sky-wave), which ‘lost’
many rapid change characteristics, leaving mostly slower changing energy levels as “strongest”.
Generally >45µs, with energy max produced by 56-70us events.  The split coil having a faster 
response, can sense some of these weaker energy changes,  effectively “stretching” the “energy
time envelope” by many microseconds. Slower antennas reproduce as a “Mexican Hat”.

What we observe (in our neat graphs, waveforms, FFT thingies) is arbitrary analysis of energy changes in a 
‘time domain’ - efforts to produce human recognizable representations of that data. Those utilities
may employ ‘convenient’ terms instead of defining new language that actually describes such energy 
events. Unfortunately, a ‘convenient term’ may have a tendency to reinforce non-applicable theories 
which DO NOT explain the behavior and manifestation of a lightning event. The tools can be very 
helpful, though, IF we understand what they are REALLY saying.

I offer an alternative approach.  Mindset= e.g. ”A 50KHz filter cut-off means any energy event duration
<20µsec will NOT be involved in any representation,as well as “no frequency allowed above 50KHz”.

Lightning is an Energy Impulse event - with varying energy components - no component the same as 
its cousin, neighbor, or drinking buddy. These dynamic components add and subtract from each other 
algebraically, or vectorally, or SomeOtherWayly, to create a unique, non-repeatable event that even 
the best of us (because of our backgrounds) can , and will inevitably,  interpret and explain with theory and 
language that doesn’t necessarily apply. 

A bit of quick very over-simplifed (for this) theory. P=IE. Substitute word: “Energy” for Power. (Yeah, I 
skipped a bunch of words about why think ‘Energy’.) We expect Voltage to go down as current goes up, 
and vice versa, if resistance isn’t dynamic. In this weird situation, ”R” ain’t “r”. I and E ain’t necessarily what 
we learned, (it may not be ‘electronic’). All three appear to vary directly, because there is other stuff 
involved in the ‘energy’ ‘creation’. In the impulse energy cascade, parameters are changing at quantum
levels, so there is NEVER a ‘fixed’ value AND time AND location for ANY factor. Just ‘observing’ the 
factor changes its parameters. I have to assume that all that quantum magic happens as programmed, 
and I’m making the best observations possible with MY clunky instruments... I’m stuck with Volts, Amps, 
Seconds, devices (and Human Senses) that cannot respond in quantum time at quantum levels, and thus 
only render approximations of reality. Actual Quantum Energies can vary significantly from what may be 
expected at any instant or point!

Do Quantums (sic) even exist in my reality?       If an event lasts 16.7mSec, is it a 60Hz frequency?  
All I know for sure is, quantums are tiny chickens...no,...  wait...that’s ‘bantam’ ain’t it? Shucks.

Cutty tracks ambient noise through the BT system to show why this ‘alternate’ thinking makes sense 
to him, and adds a bit more to irritate additional folks, on PAGE 4.

    IMPULSE Energy / Time
 Lightning impulses don’t Hertz.           

 (Tee shirt available soon from ACME Quantum Clothiers)

“I DO NOT seek reception of signals 3KHz to 300KHz.   
I seek energy events with durations <333µs or >3.3µs.“

-- Cutty Sark Sailor

An Alternate Universe were ‘Frequency’,  ‘Hertz’, ‘Waves’, ‘RF’ ( etc)  are Forbidden Phrases. 
The Extremely Brief Version

PAY ATTENTION TO GAINS.    Don’t try to locate lightning on Jupiter!  YOUR QUALITY WILL SUFFER!
These antennas can sense very fast events:  In operation,  events <2µs will likely be obscured due to current ADC Sampling
at 500KHz. This sample rate MAY introduce aliased events in the ADC output for any event <4µs. Server commands limit
the optional BLUE digital filters to >±4.5µs response. This is not typically an issue with standard antennas with a slower 
time response ( >±6µs ).  Strongly Suggest Strict MANUAL Mode operation, especially with these Split-Coils!

https://frankfortweather.us/blitzblitz/SplitCoil/Cuttys_Split-Coil_Build_Vshort.pdf


Impulse energy at any given time: ↑ Impulse with faster energy changes (<55µs) may trigger sooner than a 
similar impulse with slower (>55µs) changes predominant. The two antenna types have similar response  >55µs
and little ‘trigger’ time difference will be noted. ↓ Quality is the overall representation of impulse energy / time.



The energy data moves  to the digital realm. We can only look 
at the analog information ‘periodically’ in the ADCs. (Sampling).
[For BT it’s a glimpse every 2µs. (500KHz/Sec sample rate]

Example: Three quick energy events occur: let’s say the end 
points don’t move, voltage decreases linearly a thousand volts 
every µsec and a proportionate current flows with R dynamic.
Scenario below is drastically under-explained and simplifed. 

The First event takes 45 µsec.  Therefore, it ”wants to be” a 
“frequency” of 22KHz, if it can repeat every 45 µsec. It can’t... 
it’s a one-time unique event.

#2 begins before the first completed, and ended in 27 µsec.- a 
‘time period’ of 37KHz. Unique and doesn’t repeat. This  27µsec
burst overlaps and sums with the first’s ”same time point values”.

Now we create a digital “Impulse Energy / Time” ‘image’ and a data-set from the three pulses above. (For simplicity we
pretend the end points don’t change charge states or location, fluctuating charged zones don’t affect the 1000V/m cutoff, 
an aircraft doesn’t fly through...etc. ) On the server, FFT will make algorithmic guesses from the data-set, and create a 
mythical ”Frequency spectrum”. - Here, (for simplicity) we sample (look at) the ‘energy’ content (power) every 5 µsec, and 
“connect the dots”. This is NOT a Lightning RF,  or a ‘signal’ waveform, it is an IMPULSE ENERGY / TIME graph!

 A third unique burst of 15 usec, suggests 67KHz. 

An xLoop
Antenna Output
±12-16mV p/p ..yep! 
The 879K xLoop has 
3-4x the avg grass 
of a ‘thingy’ ferrite 
with123K resonance. 
More energy events 
available with xLoop

H Preamp Output /
Analog chain Input
± 60mV p/p

Gain 4X within
Initial pre-filter

Many noise events
are <3.3µs or >333µs
and removed by filter 
configurations.↓

Analog Chain Out / 
Digital Proc Input

± 30mV p/p

Summed energy events 
with times 3.3-333µs ±.
Gain is up to 56db 

Example Operation: NO Sferics- Ambient “Grass”
Lightning Energy is not AC. There is 
no ‘repeating’ structure that makes a 
lightning impulse an RF or AC wave-
form. Sferic energy weakens rapidly 
with distance. Research implies ‘E and 
I’ components exist ‘in-phase’, rather 
than  at 180°, and no 90° E & M field 
plane structures which are believed to 
invoke RF wave behavior and maintain 
the self-regeneration of an RF wave 
on toward infinity, with gradual power 
weakening.. No Specific points in the 
impulse energy structure repeat in 
amplitude, shape, or period to create 
a sustained pattern..
It isn’t DC. A large number of variably 
charged ‘points’ decide to ‘discharge’ 
randomly, each with variable current,
voltage, and discharge period. Variable 
Voltage and Current  AIN’T DC.
In “Normal” air, once started, a current 
flows until potential between start and 
end point reaches ‘normal air’ “Cutoff 
Voltage” of about 1000V/meter. In an 
active storm cell environment, these 
‘end points’ dramatically change shape, 
value and location. 
Should effective charges across many 
group regions exceed the cumulative  
cut-offs, from initial ‘start point’ to 
group’s ’terminal end’, a ‘discharge’ 
cascade erupts. Each segment’s 
unique time and energy variables,  with 
other associated ‘group’ events  will 
decribe the ‘Energy Impulse’ Signature.
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ambient noise 3.3 to 333µs data image render

For simplicity, only to illustrate the basic principle.
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